From the Athletic Training Facility to the Press Box
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1. Have a Plan: Have a “treatment plan”, so to speak, for how you want to share your information
with the media interviewer. Maybe you want to use a tell-a-story/make-a-point approach or
simply share statistics or maybe you feel more comfortable using a personalized approach to
educate the viewers on your role and skills as an athletic trainer.
2. Two Pointers: Avoid overloading the media with too much information. Narrow the educational
info you want the interviewer to understand to two (2) points. Say to yourself; “What are the
two most important points/facts/stats I want this person to understand with pure clarity?”
For example:
Point 1: Athletic trainers are health care providers responsible for student athlete safety.
Point 2: However, only XX% of secondary schools in (state) have access to an athletic trainer.
** Customize the XX% of secondary schools with athletic trainer access in your state at
At Your Own Risk.
3. “Small Chunk” It: Remember, the media professional you’re talking to has dozens of stories,
interviews, and reports she/he is working on each day. With that being said, they are looking for
small, useable sound bites they can quickly drop into their video or article. Make their job
easier. To do this, speak in slow, short sound bites. If you give them long, drawn-out sentences,
it is difficult for them to chop up that info and it takes much more time to do. “Small chunk”
your details just like expert speakers do.
4. Be Positive: Avoid using the media to share gripes or negative comments. Keep your message
positive, supportive and optimistic.
5. Story Telling: Everyone loves a great story. Use successful injury recoveries or emergency
responses to support your Two-Pointers. Stories are powerful and easy to remember. Everyone
loves to hear “the inside scoop” with sports related stories. Obviously, get full permission and
authorization when discussing any personal medical information.

6. Use Examples: So much of what we know and do as athletic trainers is easy to understand…..for
athletic trainers. However, those same injuries, body parts, and rehab techniques are like a
foreign language to most people outside of sports medicine. Use understandable examples,
anatomy models, well-documented high profile athlete injuries, written diagrams and such to
make complicate medical information easy for the interviewer to understand.
7. Find Co-Signers: Coordinate others to support your information. Use former athletes, present
co-workers, coaches or parents to share their angle to support your Two-Pointers. It can be a
simple text they send to the interviewer or a social media post they do to thank you for your
impact on their success.
8. Practice, Practice, Practice: Taping an ankle in lightning speed is easy. Sharing concise,
organized and simplified medical details in a slow and calm manner with hot lights and a live
camera in your face takes some practice. Write your key bullet points out and use your smart
phone or a mirror to hone your interviewing skills.
As the author of the recently released “Foam Rolling For Dummies”, I wanted to share an exclusive
coupon with my fellow NATA members that would like to get a copy for themselves or one of their
patients. To get your copy, go to www.wiley.com for 35% off paperback, and 10% off ebook. Enter
(NATA1) when checking out. Promo code is valid today - 12/31/21
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